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Abstract

LNG-solid impacts with gas cushioning and phase change are investigated theoretically in a coupled inviscid

liquid and viscous gas regime. Condensation from the gas to the LNG is driven by local increases in the gas

pressure above the saturation vapour pressure. This is modelled as a sink term on the kinematic boundary

condition at the gas interface. To leading order, the bulk liquid motion is unaffected by condensation, with

its evolution governed by the same boundary integral equation used in models of non-volatile gas-cushioned

liquid-solid impacts. The proposed model extends the approach used to describe two-dimensional non-volatile

gas-cushioned impacts by incorporating phase change and is applied to a range of physically relevant LNG-

solid impacts associated with sloshing. As an LNG free-surface approaches touchdown with a solid wall, a gas

pressure build-up occurs in the gap separating liquid from solid, which decelerates and deforms the liquid free-

surface. This deformation of the free surface may result in gas entrapment. In non-volatile impacts, pockets

of trapped gas are associated with oscillatory pressure signals, while previous experiments have shown that

these oscillations may be damped by phase change in impacts involving volatile liquids. Compared to impacts

with non-volatile liquids, gas condensation is shown to reduce both the impact pressures and the volume of

gas trapped. Depending on the impact parameters, the proposed model differentiates between cases where

a pocket of trapped gas may or may not be formed. A criterion on the critical normal impact velocity above

which gas entrapment is not expected is obtained. This indicates that across a range of length scales that

are physically relevant to LNG sloshing, gas entrapment is not expected for impact velocities greater than

0.05 m s−1. Impacts where gas compressibility is important are investigated, as well as impacts into corners

of containment tanks with varying angles. The model developed is suitable for the analysis of small and

medium-sized LNG-solid impacts, as well as larger-scale sloshing model tests involving impacts of water

cushioned by water vapour. The importance of inertia in the gas is identified in larger scale impacts.
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1. Introduction

The transport of liquefied natural gas (LNG) by ship occurs at atmospheric pressure, when the LNG

is close to thermodynamic equilibrium with its gas phase. The resulting storage temperature of −163◦C

poses many challenges for the structural containment of LNG, as the walls of the containment tank are

constructed out of plywood [6], to improve the thermal insulation of the tank. Sloshing of LNG induced by

global ship motions produces violent impacts between the LNG and the tank walls. During an inspection

of the 138,000 m3 capacity LNG carrier Spirit of Catalunya in 2006, damage to the containment tank was

observed [16]. This has motivated further analysis of LNG sloshing impacts, to understand the induced loads

and reduce the risk of a loss of containment.

The behaviour of LNG during sloshing has been investigated, both experimentally and theoretically, to

accurately predict the pressures and loads on the containment tank walls [see e.g. 12, 15]. A feature of many

liquid-solid impacts, including those associated with liquid sloshing, is the entrapment and entrainment of

gas. This occurs due to interactions between the liquid, the wall and the gas separating the liquid from

the wall prior to impact. Such phenomena occur across a wide range of impact length scales and momenta,

ranging from sea wave impacts with coastal defences [30], to impacts of individual droplets on solid substrates

[22]. Pockets of trapped gas or regions of aerated liquid, which expand and contract during impact, give

rise to oscillatory pressures signals [36, 3, 4]. Oscillatory pressures have been measured experimentally in a

pocket of gas trapped in the corner of a tank by a free-surface wave [2] and in wave impacts with vertical walls

[25]. In wave impacts with vertical walls, flip-through events that result in vertical jets running up the wall,

may or may not involve gas entrainment [23]. Three different flip-through modes have been identified, which

are referred to as: mode (a) flip-through events without gas entrainment, mode (b) flip-through events with a

single well define gas cavity and mode (c) flip-through events involving a region of small scale gas and liquid

mixing [24, 25]. The importance of gas entrainment to sloshing has led to further numerical investigation of

this phenomena using smooth particle hydrodynamics [11, 10, 39, 17], and boundary element methods [1].

A sketch of a gas pocket trapped in the corner of a tank is shown in figure 1, alongside other flows

associated with LNG sloshing that involve gas entrapment and entrainment. Ordered by an increasing

typical characteristic length scale, these include (a) a droplet of LNG approaching a wall, (b) a jet of LNG

running up the tank wall and approaching a corner of the tank, (c) a free surface wave hitting the roof of the

tank, (d) the tip of a breaking wave as it approaches impact with a wall and (e) a pocket of gas trapped in

the corner of a tank. In each case the approximate initial region of impact cushioning by the gas is bounded

by a dashed line. The flow associated with the impact of an individual droplet is not usually considered when

investigating LNG sloshing, as the pressure induced by droplet impacts are not appreciable in the context of

the forces and loads associated with larger sloshing impacts. However, droplet impact cushioning is briefly

described herein to highlight the analogies that exist with existing gas cushioning models, which are more
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frequently applied to smaller scale phenomena.

Figure 1: A sketch of different types of gas-cushioned liquid-solid impacts associated with LNG sloshing, presented in approxi-

mate order of increasing size, showing (a) an LNG droplet approaching the roof of a tank, (b) a tip of a liquid jet running up

the side of a tank wall and approaching a corner of a tank, (c) a tip of a breaking wave as it approaches impact with a wall,

(d) LNG rising up to hit the roof of a tank and (e) LNG trapping a gas pocket in the corner of a tank. In each case the region

enclosing the initial vapour cushioning is bounded by a dotted line, while the grey shaded areas indicate the spatial domain

illustrated in subsequent plots of the free-surface evolution.

The pressure and temperature associated with LNG storage conditions and the closeness of thermody-

namic equilibrium, indicate that phase change is likely to occur in LNG impacts. Except for Leidenfrost

droplet impacts [see e.g. 33], phase change is not commonly associated with other liquid-solid impact ap-

plications. However, it can have a marked impact on LNG impacts, where experiments have shown that

phase change may damp the pressure oscillations associated with non-volatile gas cushioning [26, 41]. This

damping is due to pressure increases driving vapour condensation, while pressure decreases result in LNG

vaporisation. Hence rather than periodically compressing and expanding a fixed mass of trapped gas during

an impact, the gas can change phase. If condensation reduces the volume of a gas cavity formed in wave

impacts with a vertical wall, then following the classification of [23], the occurrence of mode (a) flip-through

events (which do not involve entrained gas), is expected to increase, while mode (b) and (c) events (which

involve the gas phase), will be less prevalent.

Unlike the two-dimensional model presented herein, theoretical analyses of LNG-solid impacts with phase

change have previously been restricted to extensions of the one-dimensional piston model of breaking wave

impact of Bagnold [7]. Extensions of the piston model, due to Braeunig et al. [8] and Ancellin et al. [5],

include phase change between gas and liquid, and predict the damping of the pressure signal observed in
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experiments. However, in these models the local impact structure and flow behaviour is lost. In the current

paper, the phase change in gas-cushioned LNG impacts will be investigated by extending the viscous gas

and inviscid liquid impact cushioning model of Smith et al. [35]. Recently, this distinguished limit has

more often been used to model smaller scale gas-cushioned droplet impacts [27, 19]. However, Smith et al.

[35] envisages the use of this model in larger scale impacts. The coupled viscous gas with inviscid liquid

limit differs from the earlier impact cushioning model of Wilson [37], who looked at inviscid gas cushioning

for liquid-solid impacts with more inertia than those considered here. In both the viscous and inviscid gas

cushioning models, as liquid approaches touchdown with a solid surface, a pressure build-up in the gas region

separating the liquid from the solid wall is predicted. This increased pressure decelerates the liquid, delaying

the instant of initial touchdown beyond the time predicted in the absence of cushioning. The deceleration

and subsequent deformation of the liquid free-surface results in the formation of a trapped gas pocket, as

the free surface close to the initial point of minimum separation is overtaken by the surrounding free surface.

For non-volatile cushioning, the viscous gas and inviscid liquid limit gives rise to scaling laws, which

predict the horizontal and characteristic vertical extent of the trapped gas pocket. Excellent agreement with

these scaling laws has been obtained in both drop tests [20] and droplet impacts [22]. The model of Smith

et al. [35] has been extended to three spatial dimensions [19], and to include surface tension [32, 27, 13], gas

compressibility [20], and rarefied gas effects [14].

The extension of the viscous gas and inviscid liquid cushioning model to incorporate phase change will be

accomplished by drawing on ideas associated with the evaporation from, and condensation into thin liquid

films [see e.g. 9, 28, 38]. In the context of volatile LNG impact cushioning, this results in a mass flux from the

vapour film into the liquid, induced by a local vapour pressure in excess of the saturation vapour pressure.

The details of the incorporation of phase change in the viscous gas and inviscid liquid cushioning model are

described in §2. Section 3 uses the resulting model to investigate flow configurations in sloshing that are

associated with gas cushioning, while §4 contains conclusions and further discussion.

2. Model development

The LNG and gas cushion are both assumed to behave as isothermal fluids, with a common temperature

of T̃ = −161.48◦C, which is the saturation temperature of methane at standard atmospheric pressure. LNG

is a mixture of hydrocarbons and other trace elements, with composition varying in different oil and gas

fields. However, roughly 90% of LNG is methane, and consequently, unless otherwise stated, fluid properties

of pure methane are used. The gas phase is assumed to behave like an ideal gas, with the gas pressure p̃g,

and density ρ̃g, related by

p̃g = ρ̃gRgT̃ . (1)
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Here the specific gas constant of pure methane Rg = 518.3 J kg−1 K−1. During storage and transport, the

gas phase may also include compounds other than methane. However, for simplicity, cushioning of liquid

methane is investigated in a pure methane gas environment. Previous studies of gas compressibility have

predicted gas temperature increases due to adiabatic vapour compression [27] and viscous dissipation [20].

However, these temperature increases are typically quite small and will consequently be neglected.

In common with most studies of violent liquid impact, body forces due to gravity are neglected in the

momentum balance, as the characteristic Froude number for such flows is large. In this case the mass and

momentum conservation for a compressible Newtonian fluid are governed by the Navier-Stokes equations

∂ρ̃g

∂t̃
+ ∇̃ · (ρ̃gũg) = 0, (2a)

ρ̃g

(
∂ũg

∂t̃
+ ũg · ∇̃ũg

)
= −∇̃p̃g + µg∇̃2ũg + (µg + λg) ∇̃

(
∇̃ · ũg

)
. (2b)

Here the velocity ũ = (ũ, ṽ) in directions x̃ parallel to a flat wall and ỹ normal to the wall and pointing

away from the liquid (see figure 1). The fluid viscosities, which are assumed to be constant, are denoted µg

and λg, respectively. The time t̃ is chosen such that in the absence of pre-impact cushioning, the initial

touchdown occurs at t̃ = 0. In these equations, a subscript g denotes a property of the gas phase. Similar

equations, with a subscript l denoting a liquid property, govern mass and momentum conservation in the

liquid, except here liquid compressibility is neglected.

At the liquid-gas interface, the kinematic boundary condition reads

̃ = ρ̃g (ũg − ũi) · n̂ = ρ̃l (ũl − ũi) · n̂, (3)

while the normal stress balance implies

̃

(
1

ρl
− 1

ρ̃g

)
+ n̂ · (Tg − Tl) · n̂ = γ∇̃ · n̂, (4)

and the tangential stress balance implies

n̂ · (Tg − Tl) · t̂ = 0. (5)

Here we have assumed Marangoni effects on the free surface are negligible, while

n̂ =

(
−∂f̃
∂x̃
, 1

)/√√√√1 +

(
∂f̃

∂x̃

)2

and t̂ =

(
1,
∂f̃

∂x̃

)/√√√√1 +

(
∂f̃

∂x̃

)2

, (6)

are a unit normal vector (pointing into the gas), and a unit normal tangential vector to the liquid free-

surface ỹ = f̃
(
x̃, t̃
)
. These expressions relate the mass flux due to condensation ̃, to the interfacial ve-

locity ũi, the gas stress tensor Tg, the liquid stress tensor Tl, and the surface tension γ. In the normal

stress balance, it is assumed that terms corresponding to vapour recoil and also to the work done by both

compression and viscous dissipation can be neglected.
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The condensation mass flux

̃ =
1√

2πRg

σg p̃g√
T̃g

− σl
p̃e

(
T̃l

)
√
T̃l

 , (7)

where p̃e

(
T̃l

)
is the saturation vapour pressure, and σg and σl are the accommodation constants for the

gas and liquid phases [29]. Appropriate values of σg and σl are still debated [see 31]. However, in the

following we assume they are equal and take the value one. Non-unity accommodation constants can be

readily considered through modifications of the non-dimensional parameter values. Equations of this type

are often used when modelling evaporation and condensation from a thin liquid layer coating a flat surface,

when the saturation vapour pressure is linearized for small variations in temperature [9, 28]. However, if

the flow is isothermal, then both the gas and liquid temperatures equal the constant temperature T̃ , and

hence the saturation vapour pressure p̃e

(
T̃
)

is also constant. In this case condensation is driven by the

local gas pressure induced by cushioning p̃g, exceeding the vapour saturation pressure p̃e

(
T̃
)

. This differs

from classical analyses of evaporation from a thin liquid film, where (for one-sided models), the ambient gas

pressure is constant, with evaporation induced by a heat flux through the liquid, which raises the surface

temperature of the liquid film.

2.1. Non-dimensionalization and model simplification

For an impact with characteristic normal liquid velocity V and length scale R, which is chosen to be the

radius of curvature of the liquid free-surface close to the point of initial touchdown, non-dimensional lengths

and velocities in the liquid are defined to be

(x̃, ỹ, ũl, ṽl) = (εRx, εRy, V ul, V vl) , (8)

while in the gas these quantities and additionally a non-dimensional gas density is defined to be

(x̃, ỹ, ũg, ṽg, ρ̃g) =

(
εRx, ε2Ry,

V

ε
ug, V vg, [ρg] ρg

)
. (9)

Here ε is a small parameter, whose value will be determined subsequently. This small parameter is used to

focus the analysis on a small region of liquid (of size εR by εR), and a small region of gas (of horizontal size

εR and vertical size ε2R size), close to the point of touchdown. It is expected that the gas pressure build-up

is only strong enough to cushion and deform the liquid free-surface in these coupled regions. Cushioning

behaviour occurs when the vertical height of the gas layer is much smaller than the horizontal extent of the

cushioning region, as gas confinement is required to generate the necessary pressure build-up. Consequently,

the characteristic vertical height of the gas layer is smaller (by a factor of ε), than its horizontal extent. The

fluid velocities are all scaled by the characteristic impact velocity V , except for the horizontal gas velocity,

which is faster (by a factor of ε−1), to conserve the mass of gas in the small aspect ratio gas layer. The
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characteristic scale for the gas density [ρg] = p̃e

(
T̃
)
/RgT̃ , is determined from the ambient pressure and

temperature.

Common to both the liquid and the gas; a non-dimensional time, free-surface position, solid-body position,

pressure and condensation flux are defined, satisfying(
t̃, f̃ , s̃, p̃, ̃

)
=

(
ε2R

V
t, ε2Rf, ε2Rs, p̃e

(
T̃
)

+
ρlV

2

ε
p, [ρg]V j

)
. (10)

The characteristic time scale is the time it takes for the liquid free-surface (with characteristic velocity V ),

to traverse the ε2R height of the gas layer in the absence of cushioning. The scaling of the free-surface height

and the body position naturally match the vertical scaling of the gas layer, as these two interfaces mark

the vertical boundaries of the gas. A characteristic pressure scale ρlV
2/ε, is employed in both the liquid

and gas to retain the pressure in the liquid momentum equation. A common pressure scale in both liquid

and gas is necessary for cushioning, as the liquid evolution is unaffected by a gas pressure smaller than this.

The characteristic scale for the condensation mass flux [ρg]V , is motivated by a balance between ̃ and the

difference between the gas and interfacial velocities in the kinematic boundary condition (3).

For ρl/ [ρg]� 1 and ε� 1, the leading-order kinematic boundary condition for the liquid is

vl =
∂f

∂t
on y = 0, (11)

while the corresponding leading-order kinematic boundary condition for the gas is

vg =
∂f

∂t
+

j

ρg
on y = f(x, t) . (12)

Here the disparate horizontal and vertical gas velocity scales resolve to give no-slip conditions for the gas

on both the gas-liquid and gas-solid interfaces. To leading order, the boundary conditions on the liquid

are identical to the non-volatile case, with phase change only entering the problem through the boundary

condition on the gas. The condensation mass flux (7) becomes

j = Cpg, (13)

where the reciprocal of the condensation number

C =
ρlV

ε [ρg]
√

2πRgT̃
. (14)

The size of ε is determined by balancing the pressure gradient with the largest viscous term in the

horizontal component of the momentum equation in the gas (2b), which gives

ε =

(
µg

ρlV R

)1/3

. (15)
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If a parameter I = [ρg] /(ερl), measuring the importance of inertia in the gas film is defined, then inertia in

the gas is negligible for I � 1. Additionally, if ε � 1, then from equation (2), the leading-order behaviour

of the gas is given by

∂ρg
∂t

+
∂

∂x
(ρgug) +

∂

∂y
(ρgvg) = 0, −∂pg

∂x
+
∂2ug
∂y2

= 0, and
∂pg
∂y

= 0. (16a, b, c)

Here the final equation, corresponding to vertical momentum conservation, implies pg = pg(x, t), so that the

gas pressure is constant across the gas film. Upon employing no-slip conditions on the boundaries of the gas

film, the horizontal velocity in the gas film

ug =
1

2

∂pg
∂x

(y − s) (y − f) . (17)

The ideal gas equation implies

ρg = 1 + κpg, (18)

where the non-dimensional parameter κ = ρlV
2/
(
εp̃e

(
T̃
))

, measures the ratio of the dynamic pressure

induced in the gas by the liquid motion, to the ambient gas pressure. If κ � 1, then the induced pressure

is much smaller than the ambient gas pressure, and hence to leading order the gas can be considered

incompressible. Conversely for κ = O(1), the pressure induced in the gas by the liquid motion is equal to the

ambient gas pressure, and hence gas compressibility is integral to the leading-order cushioning behaviour.

The condition κ� 1, gives rise to a condition on the characteristic impact velocity [27]:

V �

 p̃e
(
T̃
)3
µg

ρ4lR


1/7

, (19)

for impacts in which the gas may be assumed to be incompressible.

If ε� 1 and the liquid Reynolds number Rel = ρlV R/µl � 1, then the leading-order liquid behaviour is

governed by the linearized Euler equations

∂ul
∂x

+
∂vl
∂y

= 0,
∂ul
∂t

= −∂pl
∂x

, and
∂vl
∂t

= −∂pl
∂y

. (20a, b, c)

Given the boundary condition (11) on the liquid free-surface, the free-surface acceleration can be related to

the pressure gradient along the free surface, through [37, 35]

∂2f

∂t2
=

1

π
−
∫ ∞
−∞

pl,ξ dξ

ξ − x
. (21)

At leading order, the normal stress boundary condition (4), connects the pressure in the liquid to the

pressure in the gas at the free surface, through

pl − pg = Γ
∂2f

∂x2
, (22)

where the non-dimensional parameter Γ = εγ/
(
ρlV

2R
)
, which is the reciprocal of the reduced Weber

number. This quantity measures the importance of surface tension relative to inertia in the LNG.
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2.2. Parameter investigation and coupled model equations

Figure 2: The magnitude of the surface tension parameter Γ (solid line), the compressibility parameter κ (dashed line) and

the gas inertia parameter I (dash-dotted line), as a function of impact velocity V , for impact length scales R = 2 m, 0.2 m

and 0.02 m. Values of the impact parameters are calculated for (a) an LNG-vapour impact at −161.48◦C, (b) a water-water

vapour impact at 100◦C and (c) a water-air impact at 25◦C.

To assess how the model parameters for LNG vapour-cushioned LNG impacts and also for the water

vapour-cushioned water impacts of [26] differ from the corresponding model parameters associated with the

more widely studied problem of air-cushioned water impacts, figure 2 shows the values of Γ, κ and I as

functions of the characteristic normal impact velocity V for (a) LNG impacts at −161.48◦C, (b) water-water

vapour impacts at 100◦C and (c) water-air impacts at 25◦C. Each parameter is calculated for characteristic

impact length scales R = 2 m (thick line), 0.2 m and 0.02 m (thin line). The difference in the values of

the parameters are due to variations in the fluid densities, viscosities and surface tensions. At standard

atmospheric pressure, the saturation temperature for pure methane T̃ = −161.48◦C, while the ambient ideal
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Table 1: Non-dimensional parameter values for V = 0.05 m s−1 and R = 0.05 m. To calculate C for water-air impacts, we

assume the phases are volatile and are in thermodynamic equilibrium.

Parameter LNG Water-water vapour Water-air

Rel 8950 2800 8480

ε 0.0161 0.0194 0.0171

Γ 0.0039 0.0112 0.0084

κ 0.00064 0.0013 0.0014

I 0.256 0.0609 0.0359

C 1.238 2.945 4.572

gas density ρ̃g = 1.75 kg m−3, the LNG density ρl = 422.4 kg m−3, the gas viscosity µg = 4.46 × 10−6 Pa s

and the surface tension coefficient γ = 0.013 N m−1. For impacts with characteristic normal velocity V =

0.05 m s−1 and characteristic length scale R = 0.05 m, the corresponding values of Rel and ε are given in

table 1, alongside the values of the other non-dimensional parameters. The values Rel and ε justify neglecting

viscous terms in the liquid and terms of size O(ε), in each of the three different impact types.

For any given V and R, the values of Γ and κ are slightly smaller in an LNG impact than in both the

equivalent water-water vapour and water-air impacts, indicating that surface tension and gas compressibility

are less important in LNG impacts. To investigate the influence of phase change and gas compressibility

in impact cushioning, terms in the model involving C and κ will be retained, while terms involving surface

tension will be neglected. Gas compressibility is retained while surface tension is neglected, because gas

compressibility becomes more important at higher impact velocities, while surface tension is less important

(see figure 2).

The value of the gas inertia parameter I in an LNG impact significantly exceeds the corresponding value

in either a water-water vapour or a water-air impact, and hence gas inertia is more important in LNG

impacts. This is primarily because the gas-liquid density ratio of methane at −161.48◦C is larger than both

the water-water vapour density ratio at 100◦C and the water-air density ratio at 25◦C. For V = 0.05 m s−1

and R = 0.05 m, the values of I are given in table 1 for each impact type. For LNG impacts with R = 0.05 m

and V = 0.05 m s−1; the gas inertia parameter I = 0.256, and hence the assumption that I � 1 is only

valid for LNG impacts with smaller V or smaller R. For both water-water vapour or water-air impacts, the

assumption that I � 1 is satisfied over a much larger range of R and V . The water-vapour cushioned scale

model tests of [26] and [41] were conducted in a tank of length 1.25 m, breadth 0.1 m and height 0.4 m, while

characteristic impact velocities of 1.6 m s−1 were reported. For R less than the tank length, the effect of gas

inertia is negligible in impacts of the size of the [26] and [40] scale model tests. Consequently, for impacts

up to this size, the full range of flow configurations shown in figure 1 may be investigated with the current
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theory.

For LNG impacts, the modelling assumption that I � 1, means that impacts of LNG droplets and

impacts of LNG jets running up tank walls into tank corners (figure 1(a-b)), may be investigated. However,

only small breaking wave impacts, LNG impacts with the tank roof and LNG impacts trapping gas in the

corner of the tank (figure 1(c-e)), may be studied without further developing the theory to incorporate

inertia in the LNG vapour. Moderate inertia in thin fluid films may be incorporated by extending the theory

of Sivapuratharasu et al. [34], while extensions of the inviscid gas cushioning model of Wilson [37] may be

appropriate in even higher momentum impacts. In both cases, the inherent extendibility of our phase change

analysis would allow condensation to be incorporated in higher gas inertia LNG impacts. Our current aim is

to understand the flow physics and effects of phase change, and consequently, only impacts satisfying I � 1

will be considered, to isolate the effects of phase change from gas inertia.

Integrating the gas mass conservation equation (16a) from the gas-liquid interface y = f(x, t) to the

solid wall y = s(x), and using equation (13) to eliminate the evaporative mass flux, gives rise to a modified

Reynolds lubrication equation of the form

∂

∂t
[(1 + κpg) (s− f)]− Cpg =

1

12

∂

∂x

[
(1 + κpg) (s− f)

3 ∂pg
∂x

]
. (23)

For κ > 0 and f(x, t) < s(x), this gives a parabolic equation with which to update the gas pressure.

For Γ = 0, the normal stress balance (22) implies the liquid and gas pressure are equal across the interface,

and hence the free-surface position and gas pressure are additionally coupled using equation (21). The

evolution of this coupled system of equations, from an initial free-surface profile of f(x, t) = − 1
2x

2 − t and

gas pressure of pg(x, t) = 0 at large negative times, is computed numerically using the method outlined in

Hicks & Purvis [21]. Throughout the impact f(x, t) ∼ − 1
2x

2− t and pg(x, t)→ 0 as |x| → 0. While a range

of initial undisturbed free-surface shapes could be chosen, the particular function of f(x, t) used for large

negative times, is consistent with an initially circular free surface, which is then scaled with the disparate

horizontal and vertical length scales in the gas, to approximate locally the LNG interface.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Variation in condensation number C

Figure 3 illustrates the evolution of the liquid free-surface (top) and pressure (bottom), for (a) C = 0,

(b) C = 2 and (c) C = 4. Profiles corresponding to the grey shaded areas in figure 1 are shown for κ = 0,

indicating gas compressibility is neglected, in addition to gas inertia and surface tension, while the wall

position s(x) = 0. In (a), the non-volatile case (C = 0), there is a pressure build-up in the gas layer as

the liquid free-surface moves upwards towards the tank wall. This pressure build-up causes the liquid free-

surface to decelerate. This deceleration of the free surface is initially greatest where the separation between
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Figure 3: Profiles of the free surface (top) and pressure (bottom) for κ = 0 and s(x) = 0, with (a) C = 0, (b) C = 2, and

(c) C = 4. Profiles are shown at integer non-dimensional time increments, except for the final profile, which is shown just

before touchdown. Profiles are symmetric about the vertical axis, with the solution domain matching the grey shaded regions

of figure 1. The horizontal Note that the pressure profiles are shown with different vertical scales to illustrate their features.

the liquid and wall is least, i.e. at x = 0. Eventually the surrounding free-surface, which is decelerated less,

overtakes the free surface at x = 0, trapping a pocket of gas between the liquid free-surface and the tank

wall. As the point of minimum separation between the liquid free-surface and the wall moves horizontally

away from x = 0, there is a concomitant bifurcation of the pressure profiles, with the maximum pressure

subsequently obtained near the new point of minimum separation between the free surface and the wall.

Figure 3 shows profiles at non-dimensional integer time steps, except for the final thicker solid profile which

is shown just before touchdown. The thick dotted line is the profile at t = 0, the instant touchdown would

have occurred in the absence of cushioning, while the solid lines correspond to profiles at positive times,

indicating gas cushioning delays the impact of the liquid with the wall.

As the value of C increases, the pressure build-up in the gas film additionally induces condensation from

the gas into the liquid. As gas is removed from the gas layer, the resulting pressure build-up is less (note

the different pressure scales in figure 3), resulting in a reduced deceleration of the liquid free-surface and
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a smaller pocket of trapped gas. For (c) C = 4, the free-surface curvature is negative throughout the pre-

impact cushioning and consequently a pocket of gas is not trapped, although the liquid is still decelerated

prior to touchdown. In the experiments of [26], who use water and its vapour as a proxy for LNG in sloshing

model tests, the overpressure generated during impact rapidly condenses the gas fraction, which is in good

qualitative agreement with the theory presented herein. The trapping of a pocket of gas during the impact

of a non-volatile gas is consistent with an oscillatory pressure signal in post-impact, driven by oscillations

in the volume of the trapped gas pocket [2]. In impacts of volatile liquids, post-impact pressure oscillations

are reduced or damped completely as the volume of gas trapped in impact is reduced [26, 41]. From

equation (14), increasing values of C correspond to increases in the characteristic normal impact velocity V ,

and, through the definition of ε, increases in the characteristic impact length scale R. Consequently, larger

impacts at higher impact velocities are less likely to entrap gas, as in these cases, higher pressures induce

more condensation. Therefore for wave impact with a vertical wall, as the impact size and velocity increases,

the likelihood of mode (a) flip-through events (without gas entrainment), will increase, while mode (b) and

mode (c) become less likely, as the gas necessary for flip-through in these modes will be condensed.
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Figure 4: (a) The evolution of the area of gas trapped between the liquid free-surface and the wall and (b) the final area of the

trapped gas pocket as a function of C.

To assess how changes in the value of C effect the area of gas pocket enclosed by the solid body, the liquid

free-surface and the horizontal locations of the points of minimum separation between the liquid free-surface

and the wall ±xp, we calculate

A(t) =

∫ xp(t)

−xp(t)

(s(x)− f(x, t)) dx. (24)

Gas is trapped in this region as the pressure gradient is zero at ±xp and consequently, while the position

of the local pressure maximum can evolve over time, the horizontal gas velocity equation (17) implies there

is no net gas flow relative to this point. Figure 4(a) shows the evolution of A(t) for a range of values of C,
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with the trapped area only increasing from zero once the liquid free-surface profile bifurcates. As expected

the area of the trapped gas pocket decreases, with increasing values of C. For C > 0, the gas pocket area

initially increases after the bifurcation of the liquid free-surface, before the area subsequently decreases due

to condensation induced by the pressure build-up. The final gas pocket area at touchdown Ap, as a function

of C, is shown in figure 4(b). This indicates that a gas pocket is not trapped for C & 3.4. From the definition

of C in equation (14), this gives a criterion on the formation of a trapped gas pocket, with a trapped gas

pocket not being predicted for impact velocities

Vcrit &
3.25π3/8µ

1/4
g p̃e

(
T̃
)3/4

ρlR1/4R3/8
g T̃ 3/8

. (25)

Further experimental investigation is necessary to determine the practical value of this criterion, which is

illustrated graphically in figure 5. However, for a wide range of length scales appropriate for sloshing impacts,

gas entrapment is not predicted for characteristic impact velocities greater than 0.05 m s−1 (indicated by the

horizontal dashed line in figure 5). The theory developed herein requires that the gas pressure pg → 0 as

|x| → 0, and consequently it is not possible to maintain a net gas pressure gradient and a net gas mass flux

across the cushioning region. Wave impacts with vertical walls (figure 1(c)), may involve a net gas flux in

the cushioning region as an increase in gas pressure drives gas out of the developing cavity, and hence the

extension of the model and equation (25) to incorporate such a flux is of potential future interest.

Figure 5: The critical normal impact velocity required to eliminate gas entrainment as a function of the characteristic impact

length scale.

In cases where a gas pocket exists, its horizontal extent in dimensional variables is determined by the
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horizontal length scale, with touchdown expected at

x̃p =
µ
1/3
g R2/3

ρ
1/3
l V 1/3

xp(C) , (26)

for a dimensionless pre-factor xp(C). This pre-factor takes a value of approximately 4 in the non-volatile case,

and decreases with increasing values of C. For a fixed value of C, equation (26) predicts that the area of the

trapped gas pocket will increase with the initial radii of curvature of the liquid free-surface, as this increases

the length of the free surface which can interact with the wall through gas cushioning, and decreases with

an increase in the normal impact velocity, as there is less time for the liquid free-surface to deform before

impact. In non-volatile three-dimensional liquid-solid impacts, this scaling law has been experimentally

verified across a range of velocity and length scales, ranging from solid bodies with radius of curvature of

0.5 m hitting an initially quiescent liquid [18], to millimetre sized droplets [22]. Table 2 contains comparable

scaling laws for the gas pocket volume Ãp, characteristic gas layer height h̃p, impact time delay t̃p, and the

characteristic pressure p̃p. These relationships show that for a given value of C, the area of the gas pocket,

its characteristic vertical height and the time delay prior to impact all increase with R and decrease with V ,

following the behaviour seen for the horizontal extent of the gas pocket. The characteristic impact pressure

increases with both R and V , as larger, more violent impacts carry more momentum.

Table 2: The dependence on model variables on the characteristic radii of curvature of the liquid free-surface R, and the normal

impact velocity V .

Variable Dimensional dependence

Gas pocket area Ãp =
µgR

ρlV
Ap(C)

Characteristic gas layer height h̃p =
Ãp
x̃p

=
µ
2/3
g R1/3

ρ
2/3
l V 2/3

hp(C)

Characteristic impact delay t̃p =
µ
2/3
g R1/3

ρ
2/3
l V 5/3

tp(C)

Characteristic pressure p̃p =
ρ
4/3
l V 7/3R1/3

µ
1/3
g

pp(C)

The time evolution of the minimum separation between the liquid free-surface and the wall (left), and

the maximum pressure (right), are shown in figure 6 for a range of values of C. The thick dash line in

figure 6(a) indicates the evolution of the minimum separation in the absence of cushioning, i.e. when the free

surface maintains its initial shape f(x, t) = − 1
2x

2 − t, right up to the instant of first impact. Compared to

this asymptote, gas cushioning delays the instant of touchdown, with the largest delays associated with the

smallest values of C. With larger values of C, touchdown is less delayed, as more phase change occurs and so
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Figure 6: The evolution of (a) the minimum separation between the wall and the liquid free-surface, and (b) the maximum

pressure as a function of time for a range of values of C. The straight thick dashed line in (a) indicates the expected evolution

of the minimum free-surface separation in the absence of gas cushioning.

the pressure build-up and the free-surface deceleration are less. The higher pressures associated with C = 0

are confirmed in figure 6(b), which shows that at any time during the cushioning, the maximum pressure

decays monotonically as the value of C increases.

Profiles of the mass flux due to condensation (top), the horizontal mass flux in the gas (middle), and the

vertical velocity of the free surface (bottom), are shown in figure 7 for (a) C = 0, (b) C = 2 and (c) C = 4.

For figure 7(a), there is no mass flux across the interface as C = 0. As C increases the interfacial mass flux

increases due to the pressure build-up in the gas layer driving condensation. For C = 4, it is noticeable that

the profiles for the condensation mass flux and pressure (see figure 3(c, bottom)), have bifurcated even when

the corresponding free-surface profile retains a single global maximum throughout the pre-impact cushioning.

The horizontal mass flux along the gas layer is given by

ṁg =

∫ s

f

ρgugdy = −ρg (s− f)
3

12

∂pg
∂x

. (27)

As C increases, there is a reduction in the variation of the mass flux between 0 and xp, with very little flow

observed in this region for C > 0, compared to the non-volatile C = 0 case. For x > xp there is a horizontal

gas mass flux away from the point of impact as the gas is moved out of the path of the oncoming LNG.

Additionally, there is less variability in the free-surface velocity for C > 0, which is consistent with the earlier

observations of reductions in the pressures and the area of the trapped gas pocket. For x < xp, the gas

pressure build-up locally decelerates the liquid free-surface, while for x > xp the liquid free-surface is locally

accelerated towards touchdown. However, as the portion of the free surface with x > xp, is initially further

away from the wall than the free surface at x = 0, the overall effect of gas cushioning is to delay impact.
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Figure 7: As figure 3, except showing profiles of the condensation flux (top), the horizontal mass flux in the gas film (middle),

and the free-surface velocity (bottom).

The maximum free-surface velocities occur close to the point of initial touchdown. For a non-volatile liquid,

the maximum velocity of the free surface towards the wall may exceed the bulk velocity by a factor of 2.5.

While the volume of liquid moving with this higher velocity is small compared to the bulk, it may be a

factor in the determination of the maximum local impact pressure. As C increases, both the decelerations

and accelerations of the free surface decrease, as the gas pressure build-up induces interfacial mass transfer

rather than decelerating the oncoming liquid.
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3.2. Variation in compressibility parameter κ
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Figure 8: Profiles of the free surface (top) and pressure (bottom) for C = 2 and s(x) = 0, with (a) κ = 0, (b) κ = 2 and

(c) κ = 8. Profiles are shown at integer non-dimensional time increments, except for the final profile, which is shown just

before touchdown. Profiles are symmetric about the vertical axis, with the solution domain matching the grey shaded regions

of figure 1. Note that the pressure profiles are shown with different vertical scales to illustrate their features.

The effect of gas compressibility on an LNG-solid impact with C = 2, s(x) = 0 and (a) κ = 0, (b) κ = 2

and (c) κ = 8 is illustrated in figure 8. By considering the relative position of the free-surface profile at t = 0

(the instant of touchdown in the absence of gas cushioning), it is evident that increasing values of κ result in

less deceleration of the liquid free-surface. The smaller separations between the liquid free-surface and the

wall result in higher pressures as κ increases (note the differences in the pressure scales in figure 8). There is

some evidence of multiple touchdown points in the κ = 2 case due to local variations in the pressure profiles

just prior to touchdown.

The effect of the fluid density ratio on LNG impacts was investigated by Yung et al. [40], who conducted

experimental sloshing tests for both non-volatile and volatile liquids. Boiling water was used as a proxy for

LNG in volatile impacts, while a range of fluid density ratios where studied for non-volatile sloshing impacts

by surrounding the liquid by gases of varying density. In the current framework, increasing the gas density,
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while the liquid density and other fluid properties remain constant has the effect of decreasing the value

of C, while the value of κ is unchanged. Consequently, a denser gas has no impact on the compressibility of

the gas, but it does condense less readily.

3.3. Impacts in alternative geometries
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Figure 9: Profiles of the free surface (top) and pressure (bottom) for C = 2, κ = 0 and s(x) = α |x|, with (a) α = 0, (b) α = 1

and (c) α = 2. Profiles are shown at integer non-dimensional time increments, except for the final profile, which is shown just

before touchdown. The solution domain matches the grey shaded regions of figure 1(b).

To investigate LNG-solid impacts comparable to a tip of an LNG jet running up a tank wall towards the

corner of a tank, the shape of the wall is varied by taking s(x) = α |x|. The symmetry of s(x) about x = 0

guarantees no-penetration of fluid through a vertical wall, which is assumed to exist at x = 0. The liquid

is still inviscid to leading order, while the influence on the gas of a no-slip boundary condition due to the

vertical wall at x = 0 is assumed to be negligible. In this configuration, the flow is equivalent to that induced

by an impact with a symmetrical wedge with shape s(x) = α |x|. The case α = 0 corresponds to impact

with a roof at 90◦ to the vertical wall, while α > 0 increases the internal angle the roof makes with the wall.

Note that the lubrication approximation in the gas is retained, and so a non-dimensional gradient of the
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tank roof α = O(1), corresponds to an O(ε) dimensional gradient. However, with this restriction, the effect

of small increases in the angle the tank roof makes with the tank wall are investigated.

Figure 9 shows the impact of liquid with the corner of the tank for C = 2, κ = 0 and (a) α = 0, (b) α = 1

and (c) α = 2. Increasing the value of α reduces the horizontal extent of the gas cushioning region, as the

angled roof reduces the length that lies within the interaction region for viscous cushioning. Consequently,

the horizontal extent and volume of the trapped gas pocket falls with increasing values of α. At each time

step, the maximum pressure also falls, as larger values of α increase the separation between the liquid and

the tank roof.

4. Conclusions

A model of LNG-solid pre-impact cushioning with volatile fluid phases is presented within the viscous

gas and inviscid liquid distinguished limit of Smith et al. [35]. Due to cushioning induced local pressure

increases above the local saturation pressure, condensation from the gas to the LNG is predicted. Compared

to an equivalent impact involving a non-volatile liquid, condensation acts to lower pre-impact pressures and

reduce the effectiveness of impact cushioning by the gas. Consequently, the liquid is decelerated less prior

to impact and therefore may result in higher post-impact pressures as less momentum is dissipated before

impact. Flip-through impact modes, which required entrained gas, are also less likely when condensation is

present, as the gas will be condensed prior to impact. The model is limited to the pre-touchdown cushioning

stage of a liquid-solid impact and consequently is unable to predict the oscillatory pressure signals, which are

observed after initial touchdown [26, 41]. However, the model is a useful predictive tool in determining the

volume of gas trapped during cushioning. Scaling laws are proposed for the extent of any trapped gas pocket

as a function of the impact parameters. A critical characteristic normal impact velocity is determined, and a

pocket of trapped gas is not predicted at impact velocities greater than this. Extensions to the basic model

illustrate how gas compressibility can be incorporated and how impacts in more complicated geometries can

be simulated.

The use of the viscous gas and inviscid liquid distinguished limit of Smith et al. [35] bounds the appli-

cability of the model to small and moderate LNG sloshing impacts. However, for impacts involving water,

the full range of characteristic impact sizes seen in the scale model tests of [26] can be investigated. This is

because inertia in the gas cushion is shown to be significant at leading order in larger-scale LNG sloshing

impacts, while this term is less important in impacts involving water. As future work, gas inertia may be

incorporated within the current modelling framework to investigate larger scale volatile impact cushioning,

either by incorporating moderate inertia to an otherwise viscous thin fluid film following the approach of [34]

or by adding phase change to the inviscid gas and inviscid liquid impact cushioning model of Wilson [37].
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